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**Abstract:** The Evidence-Based Treatment movement promotes an array of methodological standards and procedures to safeguard the quality of treatments. Default psychotherapy research uses quantitative symptom measures to assess symptom development pre-to-post treatment in (randomized) controlled settings. In this workshop, we go back to the very basis of conducting psychotherapy research, by scrutinizing how these default methods and procedures produce ‘the data’ that we as researchers take as the basis of evidence generation. In this, we will take ‘the numbers’ as words in a clinical story and we follow the stories on their way to become ‘the evidence’.

In the first part of this workshop, I present ‘June’ and ‘Amy’, two patient-participants in the Ghent Psychotherapy Study (Meganck et al., 2017). Using qualitative analysis, we scrutinized how these patient-participants experienced the administration of much used validated self-report measures (e.g., SCL-90, BDI-II, IIP, OQ-45). Their experiences were in line with known issues of ‘fitting’ experiences to pre-formulated items and pre-structured response scales, expectancy effects and administrator-respondent dynamics, and response shifts. Beyond these known – but seldomly tackled! – issues, the act of questionnaire administration changed how June and Amy understood and experienced their primary complaints. In fact, the questionnaire administration fueled a clinical change process alongside the therapeutic process under study. These findings raise the question whether the validation of measures as such is sufficient to safeguard overall validity of our data and evidence.

We use this talk, secondly, as starting point for a practical exploration of validity issues that we as psychotherapy researchers experience in day-to-day research practice. I warmly invite psychology scholars, researchers, clinicians and students to join the discussion, to derive multiple perspectives on the usefulness and the limits of current validity terminology to derive sound and useful evidence in psychotherapy research. Given the goal-orientation of medical and psychotherapy research and the increasing influence of scientific evidence on the organization of clinical practice, it is vital to discuss how and where validity issues are encountered and how these can be evaluated by the current understanding of validity terminology. Topics of discussion can be:

- Where do working medical and psychotherapy researchers encounter validity issues in their work?
- How could validity terminology be broadened to capture research practice sufficiently, without losing the rigor of terms?
- What do ‘valid evidence’ and ‘valid research’ mean to clinicians in their daily work?
- How could an insufficient consideration of validity affect daily clinical practice?
- What aspects would be suggested by clinicians to increase ‘valid’ research and valid evidence that is useful towards clinical practice?
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